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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Hired-Network to land the job you want was written to help any
proactive job seeker no matter what generation category they are lumped into. Today the average
job seeker is frustrated with the lack of results they are getting through the traditional job hunting
process of applying and waiting for opportunities to come to them. The common unintended
consequences of waiting for opportunities are eroding self confidence, career doubt, depression
and financial paralysis. Millions of people are facing these same issues every day; especially when
you consider that the average time it takes an unemployed person to find a job is 9 months. This
book details proven techniques, tips and actual ways for job seeker to proactively identify the job
they want and land it in a shorter period of time. These techniques are proven and have been
honed through last three recessions. In this book there are no quick-rich schemes. This book
examines strategic ways to define and understand what your work accomplishments are to create
and understand your market value. Some of the things you will learn from this book....
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin

Comprehensive guide! Its this type of very good read through. It is actually writter in simple words and phrases rather than di icult to understand. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Bernie Mante PhD-- Bernie Mante PhD
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